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One of the fundamental concepts in agile methods is that of a prioritized list of features for the team to develop against. This list of
features is typically called a backlog and the roles with the backlog are simple: the “customer” prioritizes the work to do and the
“team” agrees to work in priority order. Working in this manner allows the customer to change their mind and reprioritize
dynamically while ensuring the team is always working on the highest priority items.

While it is common to prioritize features in a backlog, what is less common is to prioritize the stakeholders and their desired results.
Creating a Results Backlog that clearly defines success--with measurable business objectives--will ensure the team stays focused on
solving the right problem, not just the problem right.

The Product Backlog
Scrum, the most popular agile method, uses a Product Backlog to capture the set of features to be developed in future product
releases. In practice, this backlog is often aligned with a Product Roadmap that may span months or even years.

Scrum also designates a Product Owner, a proxy for the customer, as the person responsible for managing the Product Backlog. The
owner works closely with the marketing and sales teams to identify new product capabilities while also working with the development
team to identify which features should be implemented next in upcoming releases and iterations.

While the owner’s role in prioritizing features is clear, what is less clear is their role in prioritizing the desired business results and
ensuring those results are being delivered. Stakeholders desire results, not features, and as such the Product Owner should help drive
the creation of a Results Backlog that prioritizes the stakeholder’s business objectives.

To understand the distinction between a Results Backlog containing measurable business objectives and a Product Backlog containing
features, it is important to understand the distinction between Ends and Means.

Ends vs. Means
All problems, from simple to complex, have two basic parts: The Ends that describe the desired results and the Means that describe
ideas for achieving them. There are different terms for these concepts, but fundamentally there are only two parts. Table 1 lists some
common synonyms for Ends and Means.

Ends Means
Objectives Strategies
Results Methods
Strategies Tactics

Table 1 - Ends vs. Means

Notice anything odd the last row in Table 1? Strategies are classified as both. This illustrates the interesting and dynamic relationship
between Ends and Means. What are Means at one level may be Ends the next level down.

Agile teams that prioritize features in the Product Backlog are really prioritizing Means, not Ends. While the Product Backlog may be
helpful to the team, it does little to help the stakeholders clearly understand the intended business results of their investment. It also
makes measuring the outcomes difficult--all the team can report is how many features were developed, not the business results of
those features.
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Given that unused features are the No. 1 waste in software (see Implementing Lean Software Development: From Concept to Cash by
Mary and Tom Poppendieck) and that 64 percent of features are rarely if ever used (see the 2006 CHOAS Report by The Standish
Group), it would seem that prioritizing features for development--and not the desired results--is not time well spent. Yet it happens
everyday in most agile teams and is even taught by the majority of agile trainers.

Results Backlog
Instead of Product Owners focusing all their attention on the backlog, they should focus on engaging the stakeholders and prioritizing
the business objectives in the Results Backlog. So, how might one create a Results Backlog? At a high level, the steps are
straightforward:

Define and prioritize your stakeholders. Those persons that purchase your product and fund development should be at the top
of the stakeholder list.

Clearly identify the desired results of the highest priority stakeholders. These should be business results, not technical results.

Have the stakeholders prioritize the business results to quickly gain focus on the few key results.

Clearly specify each result with a scale for measuring progress and target levels of performance. Target levels should be
expressed in numbers. Avoid vague words such as “better”, “faster” or “improved”. Target levels should also be negotiated
based upon the available budget of time and money.

If not already known, baseline the current product to determine the gap between current state and desired target state. Use this
information to challenge the team to make improvements that deliver the best “bang for the buck”.

Identify the next best improvement, implement it during a sprint or release, and measure the business results afterwards.
Repeat the process until desired target levels are reached or budget is used. Engage the stakeholders to re-prioritize the results
after each improvement is implemented as priorities will likely change over time.

To show the distinction between a Product Backlog and Results Backlog, let’s look at an example. Here’s a Product Backlog
containing some desired features:

As a Trading Analyst, I would like to receive an alert when I should make a trade, so that I don’t miss market opportunities

As a Trading Analyst, I would like to see a report of recent market performance, so that I can make better informed decisions

As a Trading Analyst, I would like to compare recent stock performance with historical performance, so that I can make better
informed decisions

While these features may be easy for the team to digest, they do little to convey the desired levels of improvement that will directly
translate to business value. This is because features are Means, not Ends.

Now, compare this to a Results Backlog containing prioritized business results:

Reduce Trading Analyst Response Time

Scale: Elapsed seconds between market change and Trading Analyst making informed decision on what to do next

Target [Next Release]: < 30 seconds

Current [Current Release]: 90 seconds <- mean sample of 10 analysts

Improve Decision Making

Scale: Percentage of Analysts who feel product provides the right information at the right time to make better informed
decisions
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Target [Next Release]: 80%

Current [Current Release]: 40% <- from customer survey

In our Results Backlog, we’ve not only clearly identified the desired Ends (Reduce Trading Analyst Response Time and Improve
Decision Making), we’ve also:

Prioritized the business results

Clearly defined how results will be measured

Expressed the desired future state numerically

Expressed the current state numerically (including the source of the information)

Ascertained the gap between current and future state

Using measurable business objectives in the Results Backlog, we can clearly determine the business value the development team has
delivered each Release or Sprint by measuring how much closer we are to the target state than when we started. This direct translation
to business value is something features rarely do.

Summary
If you are a Product Owner, stakeholder or team member a software project, think for a minute: “Does our Product Backlog clearly
define the expected business results?” If the answer is no, follow these steps to create a Results Backlog that uncovers the real project
objectives. Using this approach will not only clearly express the desired results to everyone, but will also challenge everyone to think
creatively about how to deliver value. By engaging everyone with the Ends, and not Means, you can harness their collective creative
energy to uncover improvements you never dreamed of.
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